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This article analyses two separate cases of public violence which took place in
Cape Town in the summer of 1772/3. At surface level they appear to be very different in character. One was a scrap among low-ranking soldiers who were playing cards at a shoreline outpost. The other was a formalised challenge between
two captains of the VOC return fleet as they were lunching with the Governor,
which resulted in a death and the flight of the murderer. Yet closer analysis suggests common ritualised codes of behaviour that intriguingly reveal how violence,
masculinity and notions of honour operated at all social levels within the town.
Both cases were complex and coded social conflicts, rooted in northern
European early modern social beliefs and practices as transferred to a colonial
context. However, none of these perpetrators of violence was viewed sympathetically by the VOC authorities at the Cape. By contrast, the assailant Captain who
had escaped back to Europe was able to successfully appeal to the VOC directors
in the Netherlands.

Eighteenth-century Cape Town had all the elements of a rough and violent place.
Even as late as the 1770s it was still a port town with a highly transient and
overwhelmingly male population.1 As in Europe, the predominance of single and
unattached men increased the potential for public skirmishes and brawls, often
exacerbated by the prevalence of drinking houses.2 Assaults by low-ranking soldiers and sailors, many of them on shore for only a few weeks while their ships
were in harbour, predominated in the records of the Cape Council of Justice, just
as they did in VOC Batavia.3 Domestic violence, always more difficult for the
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historian to discern because of its frequently unreported status, also certainly
took place, particularly against women, children and vulnerable family members.
It was greatly exacerbated by the presence of domestic slavery both through
assaults on slaves by their owners, which only came to the notice of the authorities in the most extreme cases, as well as in violent attacks by slaves against their
overseers or owners, which, by contrast, litter the court records.4 Violence was
also perpetuated in official forms, notably in the brutal physical punishment of
criminals, a common feature of European justice systems of the era, and also
in the forceful exercise of colonial authority over conquered local inhabitants,
imported slaves, exiles and convicts.5
Although violence has long been recognised by historians of early colonial
Cape Town, it has received little focused attention. This contrasts with the historiography of early modern Europe, where sophisticated analysis of violence has
appeared in recent decades. This has taken several forms. One is quantitative,
especially in the calculation of changing homicide rates, following the example
of modern crime statistics. These have been revealing, notably in the detection of
a lessening of public violence in the course of the eighteenth century in Northern
Europe, including the Netherlands. Most historians have attributed this trend to
shifting manifestations of bourgeois masculinity which lessened the importance
of violent defence of honour and substituted legal redress and public sphere
ʻcivilityʼ. By the nineteenth century lower-class forms of public violence, both
collective and individual, were also subject to increasing regulation by the state.6
However, quantitative approaches to violence are problematic, as many of
its practitioners realise.7 Comparative trend analysis is difficult to make beyond
the broadest generalisations because of inconsistent record keeping and variable
reporting methods. Instead the most fruitful work has examined specific cases of
violence in greater detail in order to explore what they signified in broader cultural terms. As Amussen has argued, ʻthe interpretation of violence was always
contextualʼ.8 What constituted violence and what legitimated it (or not) in the
eyes of its participants can reveal much about codes of conduct at differing levels
of society. A particular feature of such work on early modern Europe has been
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to explore popular perceptions of social norms, morality and justice, which did
not necessarily match those of the ruling authorities. Rather than presenting violence as anarchic or uncontrolled indiscipline, such studies have deepened our
understanding of the nature and workings of a popular moral economy.9 Further
insights have been obtained into the construction of gendered perceptions and
responses, especially in relation to masculinity. A particular element of many
examples of violence in this regard is the operation of male honour at differing
social levels.10
One argument that merits particular attention for Cape Town specialists
is that of the Dutch social historian Pieter Spierenburg. Using both diachronic
quantitative methods and detailed cultural analyses he argues that violence in the
eighteenth-century Netherlands (and specifically in Amsterdam), as represented
by homicides, underwent significant shifts. Most homicides in the seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries were between relative strangers and were impulsive. However, in the mid- to late eighteenth century planned and premeditated
assaults on those known to the perpetrators came to predominate. Public brawls
were replaced by domestic assaults as new sensibilities and emotional concepts
emerged.11 Spierenburg has also drawn our attention to the ritualised nature of
violence, where specific types of challenges and disputes resulted in formalised
responses. He emphasises that such rituals were not confined to the aristocratic
(or bourgeois) duel, which is usually given prominence in the literature, but
extended also to forms of aggression among the lower orders of society. In particular he analyses Amsterdam knife-fighting as a phenomenon of male violence
that followed distinct rules and norms and represented a plebeian manifestation
of male codes of honour.12
With these issues in mind, let us examine two cases of assault which came
before the Cape Council of Justice within the space of a few weeks in the (southern) summer of 1772/3. Although they appear to be poles apart because of the
very different status of the participants involved, there were some intriguing
parallels which enable us to see how violence, masculinity and notions of honour
operated at all social levels within the town.
The first case came to the attention of the Council in December 1772.
Constapelsmaat Johan Andries Kommert, recently arrived at the Cape and posted
at the new battery on the Strand, was accused of attacking and wounding Sergeant
Salomon Stemler, with whom he had been drinking and playing cards in his
quarters on a Sunday afternoon in November. Alongside him appeared Corporal
Christiaan Ebenhout, a veteran of eight yearsʼ standing in the colony, accused of
failing to discharge his duty as watchman by allowing and even encouraging the
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fight to take place.13 Stemler recovered from his injuries and remained in service
at the Cape until his death in 1781.14
The second case was much more unusual, indeed sensational. On 29
January 1773, the day before the return fleet of nine ships from Asia was due
to leave Table Bay for its journey back to the Netherlands, Governor Joachim
van Plettenberg gave a farewell lunch for the shipsʼ captains at the Company
Tuinhuis. An argument broke out between Carel Cassel, captain of Honkoop,
and Abraham van der Weijde, captain of Pauw. As they were all walking back
through the Company Gardens, Cassel stabbed Van der Weijde and fled the scene.
Van der Weijde died of his wounds two days later while Cassel remained missing. Two new captains had to be appointed to enable the fleet to make its delayed
departure on 4 February.15
The contrast in the social context of these two cases is evident. The first
involved soldiers and their associates at a spontaneous drinking party in a fortification along the shoreline. Amongst the company that Kommert had invited to
visit him on that Sunday were the Companyʼs gardener, Samuel Manefeld, with
his free black mistress, Catherina van de Kaap, the town burger Jan Hartman and
his parents, as well as several other soldiers who drifted by during the course
of the afternoon. Despite differences in their positions of employment and their
ethnicity, all belonged to the lower ranks of the townʼs free population. This
was very different to the Governorʼs reception at the Tuinhuis, attended by men
whose high-ranking social status was guaranteed by their position as captains
of the Companyʼs fleet.16 They had gathered at a formal occasion far removed
from the outpost barracks of the shoreline. This spatial contrast was reinforced
by the topographical surroundings of each occasion: while Kommertʼs guests
ʻbeachcombedʼ and hunted birds and fish, Governor Plettenbergʼs party dined in
the Governorʼs official residence and walked through the formal pathways of the
Company Gardens.17
How far did these social contrasts affect the forms and meanings of the conflict that ensued? We can begin to answer this by examining the causes and the
precise nature of the violence involved, although in neither case was this unambiguous. Fiscal Olaf Bergh was in no doubt that the cause of the dispute between
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Kommert and Stemler was a combination of drunkenness and sexual jealousy.
The men had been steadily drinking wine all afternoon and were ʻsomewhat
merryʼ in the words of one witness.18 The trouble started when both men vied for
the attentions of Catherina van de Kaap. Kommert had been kissing and caressing
her and Stemler tried to do the same, but she rebuffed him saying that she preferred Kommert. Stemler then began to rail against her and her companion, the
Company gardener Maneveld, to which Kommert replied, ʻThese are my friends,
I invited them here, you are not invited here!ʼ An argument ensued, during which
Kommert slapped Stemler on the face, forced him out of the room and followed
him outside for a fight.19 This then appears to have been a case of a drunken
brawl triggered by jealousy over a free black woman.
The argument between captains Cassel and Van der Weijde began during
lunch with the Governor. According to the latter, the cause was a difference of
opinion ʻover the suitability or lack of suitability of the onderstuurman who was
posted under the command of schipper Matthijs Eijsdenʼ. Eijsden was not one of
the return fleet captains, and no further information about him is provided in the
records of the case, but in Van der Weijdeʼs testimony, given just before he died,
he stated that as a result of this dispute Cassel developed a grudge against him
and that an argument between them broke out again after lunch, which led to the
assault in the Company Gardens.20
There seems to be a clear difference in the issues involved here: a drunken
brawl over a sexually available woman in one case, and a dispute between senior
officers over the professional capacities of one of their subordinates in the other.
Yet neither case is quite so straightforward. The story of Catherinaʼs fatal charms
was reported only by Corporal Ebenhout, one of the several witnesses who were
in the barracks on that Sunday afternoon. Catherina herself said nothing about it,
possibly to defend her own reputation in front of the Fiscal. Neither did Kommert
or Stemler, who may have had similar reasons for downplaying their lasciviousness, although kissing a free black woman was certainly not as potentially harmful to the reputation of soldiers as it was for her as a woman.21 Stemler claimed
that he had wanted to leave earlier, but had been persuaded to stay by the other
card players. Others stated that he had been the one to encourage them all in their
drinking and that he was reluctant to end the party.22
Stemler had a different explanation to give for the dispute. During the course
of the afternoon, he had been asked by Nagel (his first name is not recorded), a
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constapelsmaat who was among the company, to go outside with him. Nagel had
then asked why Stemler had permitted him to be arrested some 12 days earlier,
when Stemler was the sergeant in charge of the patrol watch, leading Nagel to
be placed in punishment barracks. Stemler replied that this had been ordered by
his commanding officer, Lieutenant Johannes Visser, and that he was only doing
his duty ʻaccording to customʼ. No more was said about the matter, but Stemler
suspected that Nagel may have been behind what happened subsequently.23
According to him, Kommert became angered when Stemler wanted to break up
the party and for them to all return to town with Catherina. He accused him of
ʻbaitingʼ his friends, saying, ʻik heb mij sulke occasie lang toegewenscht, gij bent
de regte, een verdoemde verklikker, hier ben ik baas en sal jou dat doen sien!ʼ (ʻI
have long wished for such an occasion as this: you are the law, a damned informer, but I am the boss here as you will see for yourself!ʼ)24 The Fiscal accused
Kommert, on the basis of the testimony of other witnesses, of calling Stemler a
ʻverklikker, duimdraaijer en calfacter, overbrenger en spion, die alleen hier komt,
om te spioneerenʼ (ʻtell-tale, thumb-twister and trouble-maker, informer and spy,
who has just come here to spy on usʼ).25 Kommert replied that he was particularly
incensed that Stemler was making a scene in his post, saying, ʻI serve here as the
Companyʼs constapelsmaat; have you come here to make trouble, or do you think
that I run a whorehouse here?ʼ He acknowledged that when Stemler refused to
leave he drew his hanger (a short sword) from his side and said to him, ʻʼt schijnt
dat gij hier komt om te spioneeren, off dat gij een calfacter bentʼ (ʻit seems that
you have come here to spy or that you are a trouble-maker).26
Kommertʼs response was doubtless intended to try and impress the Fiscal
with his loyalty as a Company soldier who wanted to keep his post respectable
and orderly. However, it also reveals the tensions that Stemlerʼs presence had
caused amongst the soldiers. Stemler was suspected, doubtless after the episode
of Nagelʼs arrest, of being on the side of the ʻlawʼ and the authorities, and of spying on them in their leisure time. That Kommert viewed this as a challenge to his
position and self-esteem is underscored by the words he uttered to Stemler when
he subsequently assaulted him, ʻWat denkt gij Stemler? Dat ik bang voor jou ben,
omdat gij soo groot zijt! dat moet gij niet geloven, en ik zeg ʼt u nog eens, gij zijt
een calfacterʼ(ʻWhat do you think, Stemler, that Iʼm frightened of you because
you are so big? You neednʼt believe that, I say to you again you are a troublemakerʼ).27 It is not clear if Kommert was referring to Stemlerʼs size (we have no
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evidence of how physically imposing he was), but it is much more likely given
the previous context that he was alluding here to Stemlerʼs swaggering use of his
authority.
These details point to a highly significant issue, one which is common to
both cases under consideration here. The attacks were both provoked by challenges made to the reputations of those involved. Captain Casselʼs judgment
about the capacity of one of the subordinate officers had been called into question. He was particularly incensed by the words which Van der Weijde hurled at
him in the Gardens, ʻgij hebt jou dog in ʼt geval met Halfman als een lache en als
een jongen gedraagen!ʼ (ʻin this case of Halfman [the onderstuurman in question] you are behaving ridiculously and like a childʼ).28 One witness thought he
also heard van der Weijde say to Cassel, ʻswijgt daar maar van stil, want gij hebt
uw daarin maar heel laag gedragenʼ (ʻkeep quiet, because you are behaving very
basely/beneath yourselfʼ).29 Such demeaning accusations were highly insulting to
Casselʼs position of status and to the honour of his manhood in general.
Similarly, Kommert believed that Stemler had been sent to spy on him and
that his reputation and position were at stake. Although at the opposite end of the
social hierarchy to Cassel, Kommert would have been acutely aware of anything
that threatened his rank as corporalʼs mate, the first rung on the ladder of promotion. As Gorn has shown in the different context of the ante-bellum American
South, single men towards the bottom of a hierarchical society, especially free
men in a slave society, were particularly prone to violent defence of their honour.30
It may not be coincidental that despite the difference in their rank, both men
had one thing in common. They were Germans. Cassel was from Magdeburg and
had worked his way up through the Companyʼs ship officer ranks from kwartiermeester in 1761 to schipper by 1769.31 Johan Casper Andries Kommert was from
Gross Gottern, and had only recently been promoted from the rank of ordinary
soldier to that of constapelsmaat.32 The predominance of Germans amongst
the militia in the VOC is well known, but it was more unusual for a German to
reach the high rank of schipper.33 The significance of this was that Germans were
particularly renowned for what one Cape Fiscal in 1740 had described as their
ʻesteemed German honourʼ (ʻgewaerde duitsche eerʼ) and were well known for
their sensitivity to perceived insults.34 They were not alone in this. Several recent
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studies have shown the important role that honour and reputation played amongst
Cape Townʼs inhabitants, particularly when rank was threatened.35 Both men in
these two cases were threatened with a loss of face in front of others of equal or
superior rank.
The circumstances surrounding each case initially indicate that they
resulted from flares of temper exacerbated by drink (which flowed as readily
at the Governorʼs table as in the Strand barracks, if not more so). In terms of
Spierenburgʼs model, they were thus spontaneous and not premeditated acts of
violence. However, further investigation reveals that the antagonists in both cases
bore long-standing grudges against each other. They were well known to each
other: Cassel and Van der Weijde were captains on the same return fleet coming from Batavia, while Kommert declared that he had known Stemler for four
years.36 Kommert told the Fiscal that they had long been good friends and that
there was no long-standing enmity between them.37 Yet as we have seen, there
was suspicion that Stemler represented the ʻlawʼ and that he was spying on them.
The conflict was thus not completely spontaneous.
Likewise, Cassel and Van der Weijde had been arguing over lunch. That
the dispute was taken seriously was shown by the fact that the two men drank
a ʻfriendship glassʼ with each other to show there was no permanent rancour, a
tradition which some of the others present, including the commander of the fleet,
considered had resolved the matter.38 However, one of the other captains present
reported that after the drinking of the cup he had heard Van der Weijde say, ʻO!
dat is altemaal niet met al!ʼ (ʻThis is not overʼ), and Cassel reply, ʻJa, ʼt sit er tusschen ons, mijn heer van der Weijde, ook nog soo suijver niet, als gij wel denkt!ʼ
(ʻYes, things between us, Mijneer van der Weijde, are not as well resolved/sorted
out as you thinkʼ), although he did not know if Van der Weijde had heard this or
not.39 This attack was also not a sudden spontaneous action, but the result of a
festering grudge.
The drinking of the friendship cup was clearly a ritualised attempt to resolve
the conflict. Reconciliatory forms of drinking, or afdrinken (drinking the conflict
away), took place across the range of social levels and was also a recognised
means of resolving conflicts in lower-class taverns.40 But ritual also played a key
role in conflict. How far was it evident in our two cases, and in what forms?
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The best-known ritual of personal, as opposed to collective, violence in
early modern Europe was the duel. Although this originated in late medieval
aristocratic contests and remained most closely associated with the elite, by the
eighteenth century it was also practised among the bourgeoisie.41 In Holland it
was primarily associated with students and the military, although its use was
somewhat lessening by the end of the eighteenth century. It remained widespread
in other parts of continental Europe, particularly in Germany. In Holland itself, a
high percentage of duellists were both of German origin and associated with the
army.42
The duel was closely associated with defence of male honour on the principle that death (or serious injury) was preferable to the ʻsocial deathʼ that would
follow the accusations of cowardice if a slight to oneʼs honour was ignored.43
Duels followed set and approved forms, which included the issuing of a challenge, fairness of equal combat, agreed weapons, time and place of combat and
support (but not intervention) by seconds.44 As Spierenburg has shown, such
principles were confined not only to elites. Lower-class men in Amsterdam
fought with knives in ways which had not dissimilar rules and traditions. Popular
duels of this kind tended to be more direct and immediate, although none the less
ritualised.45 However, in neither aristocratic duels nor lowly knife fights were the
rules always followed in practice. The line between the scrap and a duel was not
always clearly drawn.
This was indeed the case in both of our examples. At first sight they appear
to be uncontrolled outbreaks of temper. Yet closer analysis reveals elements of
ritualised conflict, albeit ones which were not fully implemented. As with their
causes, the precise format of each conflict may have differed as a result of the
divergent social circumstances, but they display some significant common features.
Nobody noticed exactly what happened between Cassel and Van der Weijde
as they walked back through the Company Gardens at about 5.30 p.m. after their
lengthy lunch. Van der Weijde survived long enough before he died of his wounds
to give a terse version of the episode, but additional information was provided by
others. Van der Weijde simply stated that Cassel had ʻunexpectedlyʼ stabbed him
with his sword. They had argued over lunch and he realised that Cassel bore a
grudge against him, but such a violent reaction was to him completely unexpected.46 In this version there was no ritualised conflict, nor any excuse for Casselʼs
actions.
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Other witnesses provided more intriguing clues. According to the account
pieced together from them by the Fiscal, Casselʼs response to Van der Weijdeʼs
insult that he was behaving like a child was to say, ʻdaar sult gij mij satisfactie
door geeven! en ik houde u selfs voor een jongen!ʼ (ʻyou will give me satisfaction
for that! And I consider you yourself to be a youth!ʼ) To which Van der Weijde
replied, ʻWij komen nu uijt een honnet geselschap, ʼt past thans niet! maar ik sal
je morgen satisfactie geeven!ʼ (ʻweʼve just come from a respectable company,
now is not the time. But tomorrow I will give you satisfactionʼ), but this did not
satisfy Cassel who replied, ʻik houde jou voor een luijs jonge, en gij sult mij op
stonds satisfactie geevenʼ (ʻI consider you a lice-ridden youth, and you will give
me satisfaction immediatelyʼ). They continued walking to the end of the avenue,
where witnesses saw Van der Weijde give Cassel a slap on the face with his right
hand. Cassel retaliated by drawing his sword and giving Van der Weijde a fatal
stab through his chest. He then fled the scene while Van der Weijde staggered to
the nearby house of a burger, where he collapsed. 47
This episode contains many aspects of ritualised forms of conflict. The
demand for ʻsatisfactionʼ accompanied by a repeated and calculated insult was a
classic challenge to a duel. Van der Weijde recognised it as such, and responded
by pointing out that then was not the appropriate time or place but that satisfaction would be given the following day. This may have been an attempt to stave
off Cassel until his anger had cooled down, but it was also an honourable way of
responding to such a challenge. However, Van der Weijde then compounded the
matter by slapping Cassel in the face and one witness thought that he may have
repeated this action twice.48 The soufflet, or face slap, was a calculated insult
which demanded a response.49 Both men then drew their swords, and one of the
other captains thought that he also saw Van der Weijde hit Cassel on his back
with it.50
Cassel had issued a formal challenge, which Van der Weijde had acknowledged, both initially by deferment of formal ʻsatisfactionʼ to the next day and then
by a face slap which guaranteed a swifter resolution. Insults had been exchanged
which impugned both menʼs honour. In terms of accepted custom, both were participating in rituals of conflict appropriate to their status with which all concerned
would have been well familiar. Doubtless the effects of a bibulous lunch ensured
that the outcome was swifter and less calculated than Van der Weijde had expected. His sword wound, however, was certainly not the inexplicable and unprepared
blow that he claimed it was in his dying testimony to the Fiscal.
One issue which perplexed the Fiscal was why the others in the party did not
intervene to prevent such a mishap. Each gave an excuse: they had not seen what
was happening since Cassel and Van der Weijde were behind them, or around
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the corner of one of the Gardenʼs paths, or out of earshot. One claimed that he
was suffering from acute gout (doubtless little helped by the lunch he had just
enjoyed) and so could not walk fast enough to catch them up. 51 Whatever the reasons given, clearly none had intervened until it was too late. Undoubtedly, they
were content to leave the bickering men to themselves for a while. Could this
also, perhaps, have been because the trading of insults and challenges between
two gentlemen was not a matter for intervention?
A possible clue is provided by the circumstances in the other case under
consideration here. Duels among the lower orders of society are less easy to
distinguish in the historical record, being more direct, immediate and instantaneous.52 It would be easy to agree with the Fiscal and to dismiss the fight between
Kommert and Stemler as an unpremeditated drunken scrap. Yet the evidence hints
that something more structured was taking place.
According to Stemler, during their argument Kommert had said to him
ʻsoo gij een braaf kaarel bent, komt met mij buijtenʼ (ʻif you are a brave fellow,
come outside with meʼ), to which Stemler replied, ʻdat sal ik wel doenʼ (ʻthat I
will gladly doʼ), adding ʻmaar maakt die saak niet soo luijdrugtig!ʼ (ʻbut donʼt
be so boisterous/shrill about itʼ).53 The invitation to ʻstep outsideʼ was of course
an invitation to settle matters by force. Certainly it was a more honourable way
for Stemler to make his exit than by being forcibly pushed out of the door by
Kommert with the words ʻtoe maakt dat gij weg komtʼ (ʻget out of hereʼ), as
another witness claimed had happened.54 Kommert himself denied that he had
made such a challenge and was merely trying to get Stemler to leave, saying to
him, ʻgaat heen naar jou bescheijden plaats, ik wil geen rusie hebbenʼ (ʻgo to
your allotted place, I want no trouble hereʼ).55 There was much uncertainty in
the testimonies collected by the Fiscal as to what exactly had happened, and also
whether Stemler had taken his sword outside with him. If so, this would indicate
he was responding to a formal challenge.
There were other aspects of the conflict which suggested a more ritualised
train of events. Several of the company inside the room saw Kommert slap
Stemler in the face in a calculated gesture of disrespect, although Kommert initially denied doing this.56 Once outside, Kommert challenged Stemler with the
repeated accusation that he was a trouble-maker and spy.57 They were interrupted
by Jan Burgers, a young soldier on watch duty, who tried to persuade Kommert to
return to his quarters and Stemler to go back to the Castle. When Stemler insisted
on fetching his cane from inside, Burgers offered instead to retrieve it for him and
to deliver it to him at the Castle the next day.58
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Such efforts were in vain, and for an intriguing reason. Burgersʼs superior
officer, Corporal Christiaan Ebenhout, sent him back to his post, ostensibly to
fetch another gun since his own had been damaged when it was jammed in the
barrack room door as he accosted Stemler and Kommert. When Burgers returned
he saw Stemler and Kommert wrestling on the ground while Ebenhout stood by.
Burgers said, ʻMonr. Ebenau [sic] laat ik het wagtvolk gaan haalenʼ (ʻM. Ebenau,
let me fetch the watch peopleʼ), but the Corporal replied, ʻNeen! Hier zult gij
blijven!ʼ (ʻNo! You stay here!ʼ) Hearing Stemler calling for help, Burgers then
said, ʻMijn God! laat ons dan gaan om hun te scheijden!ʼ (ʻMy God! letʼs go and
separate themʼ), but Ebenhout responded, ʻNeen! gij zult hier blijven!, ze zijn
onder hun beijden, laat ze met malkanderen geworden!ʼ (ʻNo! You stay here, itʼs
between the two of them, so let them sort it out togetherʼ), so that he ʻwas obliged
to obey the order of the corporal placed in authority over himʼ. Only after some
time did Ebenhout call out to Kommert, ʻAndries kom! ʼt is genoegʼ (ʻCome,
Andries, that is enoughʼ). 59
At one level this shows that Ebenhout was in cahoots with Kommert and
wanted to make sure that Stemler got his just deserts. On another it reflects a
sense of fairness, in that Ebenhout did not intervene himself in the conflict nor
did he allow Burgers to do so. The challenge had been issued and the fight must
continue. In his later defence, Ebenhout claimed that he was powerless to intervene, although clearly that is precisely what he did when he considered the fight
had gone on for long enough. Ebenhout was thus acting as a kind of duellerʼs
second to Kommert, ensuring that the fight would be carried out as convention
required and preventing intervention from outsiders. Similarly, those inside the
barrack room allowed the fight to take its due course, stating in their testimonies
that they considered it to be none of their business, although some of them did
begin to wonder why it was taking so long.60 As with the captains in the Company
Gardens, the non-combatants in this case, with the exception of the innocent
Burgers, seemed remarkably slow, or downright reluctant, to halt a due process of
conflict which owed at least part of its nature to established rituals.61 It was, they
claimed, only when Kommert and Ebenhout returned with blood on their faces
and stockings that they realised the seriousness of what had happened.62
Stemlerʼs and Kommertʼs version of the fight differed markedly. Stemler
claimed that he had attempted to draw his sword to meet the challenge issued by
Kommert, but that the latter had prevented him from doing so and had instead
broken his sword handle and knocked him to the ground.63 Such behaviour was
undoubtedly a dishonourable response. Did it possibly reflect Kommertʼs deci-
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sion that fighting with fists was more equal than doing so with swords? Kommert
argued that Stemler had attacked him, throwing him to the ground and hitting
him. In this version, it was Stemler who had been dishonourable, although the
Fiscal was quick to accuse Kommert of lying.
Despite the differences, there were several features in the nature of the
struggles that these two cases had in common. Neither was simply a spontaneous
flare of temper. A dispute between carousing men, oiled by alcohol, led to a formal insult and a ritualised slap on the face. The wronged party issued a challenge
to the other that resulted in violence. In one case the violence took the form of a
stab with a sword, the weapon of honour; in the other swords were set aside in an
unseemly brawl on the ground. In both cases there were clear differences of interpretation with each participant anxious to place his own actions in the best light
and to accuse his opponent of dishonourable behaviour. In neither instance did
bystanders intervene, a factor they felt obliged to defend in their later testimonies.
Honour, at both social levels, had to be seen to be done, although the evidence in
both examples of what happened is less than conclusive. Neither did matters go
as they should have: as so often in examples of interpersonal conflict, emotions
intervened and both cases were rather botched examples of ritualised violence. It
was for this reason that both cases came to the attention of the authorities.64
One of the arguments made by early modern European historians about
public violence as a means of resolving matters of honour is that it tended to prevail where the state was comparatively weak. In such circumstances, men could
more readily take it upon themselves to enforce justice according to customary
consent and without resort to the stateʼs law or authorities. As the state grew
stronger, its justice systems provided alternative means of resolving such cases,
for example, through libel legislation. Laws against public violence were more
readily enforced. The state thus viewed interpersonal violence with increasing
disfavour and ʻtypically male forms of behaviour, in particular those involving
violence, were increasingly proscribed by lawʼ.65 Certainly the authorities in the
Netherlands sought to limit duelling and other manifestations of ritual conflict
that lay outside state control. From the seventeenth century duelling was criminalised, initially in the army where it was most prevalent, and also more generally. Additionally, it was subject to severe penalties, although in practice courts
were often lenient towards culprits. 66
A key issue for the courts to determine was whether a formal duel had
indeed taken place and, if so, whether the circumstances justified a charge of
manslaughter rather than murder, and thus a less severe punishment – usually by
a fine rather than the mandatory capital sentence for murder. In other words, did
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reason (albeit reason calculated to inflict bodily injury) triumph over passion?67
The Cape Fiscal carefully applied his mind to this matter in the case against
schipper Cassel. Van der Weijde had been killed, but was responsibility for his
death mitigated by circumstances?
Cassel had fled, and despite the four formal calls of the Council for his
return he had not reappeared by April, so his case was considered in his absence.68
He could not therefore defend himself. The evidence of the witnesses revealed
that there had indeed been a dispute and honour had been impugned, but that
Cassel was the instigator and Van der Weijdeʼs words and slaps were therefore
justifiable. The Fiscal considered that Cassel had stabbed Van der Weijde ʻdoor
eene overloopende haastigheijd en driftʼ (ʻas a result of over-brimming hastiness
and passionʼ) caused by the blows he had received on his face and (possibly)
his back. These could not, however, be considered an excuse. No mercy could
be shown to a man who had killed another, and Cassel deserved the death sentence, following the laws of both God and man. Fiscal Bergh recommended that
Cassel should be executed by firing squad at the public execution ground and his
goods confiscated. 69 This was a more honourable end for a senior official of the
Company than death by hanging and may reflect the Fiscalʼs belief that Cassel
was not wholly without honour in the case concerned.70 Furthermore, he clearly
rejected arguments of leniency based on customary forms of justice in preference
to those laid down by the stateʼs laws.
The Council waited another month (doubtless in the expectation that Cassel
would reappear) before giving its judgment. When it finally did so, on 27 May,
it was more lenient than the Fiscal. Cassel was banished from the Cape for life,
and half of his goods were to be confiscated if he reappeared. If not, all would
be forfeited to the Company. However, unbeknown to the Cape authorities, on
the very same day the Amsterdam chamber of the VOC was discussing a letter it
had received from Cassel. He had escaped from the Cape on 1 February aboard
a French ship and returned to Europe to avoid what he foresaw would be certain
punishment. His letter to Amsterdam asked for pardon and for compensation for
his confiscated goods. After several years of investigation the Heeren XVII finally granted this in 1777. While the Cape authorities had been unwilling to condone
such a public display of violence, the remoter authorities in the Netherlands were
more prepared to accept his claim that he had been defending his honour, and
even to compensate him for his losses. Although Cassel (perhaps wisely) never
returned to the Cape, he subsequently became a successful Bremen businessman
and used his experience of VOC employment to good effect by trading to Canton
and the Far East.71
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The Cape Council of Justice was even less sympathetic in the case of
Kommert and Ebenhout. The Fiscal dismissed Kommertʼs plea that he deserved
no punishment since ʻik in ʼt geval geweest ben, om mij te moeten verweerenʼ
(ʻI was in the position of having to defend myselfʼ) and that he believed himself to be ʻgescholden en verongelijkt ben; vermeijn ik deswegens satisfactie te
moeten hebbenʼ(ʻI am abused and wronged, I therefore demand satisfactionʼ).72
This appeal for recognition of his honour (self-defence) and for ʻsatisfactionʼ to
be given to him for the ʻabuse and wrongsʼ he had suffered, presumably from
Stemler but also from the authorities, resonates with Casselʼs demand for ʻsatisfactionʼ in the Company Gardens. However, it cut no ice with the Council.
Dismissing any suggestion that Kommertʼs actions were justifiable, the Fiscal
condemned him for ʻpunching with his fistʼ. Following the precedent of military
regulations, Kommert was demoted to the status of a soldier and forced twice to
run the gauntlet, although this was a reduction of the Fiscalʼs recommendation
that he undergo this punishment three times on each of two successive days.73
Just as significant was the fact that Ebenhout received exactly the same sentence. Although the Fiscal had recommended a slightly less severe punishment
for him than for Kommert (demotion, but to run the gauntlet three times on one
day only), the Council made no such distinction.74 Ebenhout was deeply implicated in the affair as the evidence of blood on his stockings had shown. There
was no evidence, though, that he had hit Stemler. Instead his offence was that he
had not intervened to prevent the brawl, despite being the officer in charge of the
men, and thus had failed to carry out his duty.75
The Fiscal and Council took no account of the possibility that ordinary
soldiers had their honour to defend. The evidence was not unambiguous, and
Kommertʼs claims of self-defence of his honour may well have been made later
in an attempt to obtain leniency – or at least self-respect among his fellow men.
Certainly the Council of Justice would have had little sympathy for Kommertʼs
and Nagelʼs resentment of the ʻlawʼ and their accusations that Stemler had been
sent to ʻspyʼ on them. The Council was not particularly receptive to the idea that
schipper Cassel had legitimate claims of honour, and in that case the evidence
is much clearer, as the final decision of the Heeren XVII to pardon him in 1777
indicated. The VOC at the Cape was more concerned to assert its concepts of
order (especially amongst its military employees) over any popular perception of
the legitimacy of violent resolution of slights to male honour.76
Yet these cases both reveal that such concepts did exist in the Cape Town of
the early 1770s. The conflicts were not simply blind unpremeditated violence by
drunken men. They were somewhat botched in the ways they were carried out,
but they were both motivated by deep-felt notions of honour and the requirement
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that these be defended. Such concepts were held by ordinary soldiers as much
as by distinguished sea captains in a town with a strong homosocial and military
character. In both of these episodes, ʻwhat on the surface appear to be squabbles
(in one case fatal) with relatively self-evident motives were highly complex and
coded social conflicts with deep histories in the early modern periodʼ.77
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